Introduction {#s1}
============

Species dispersal plays important roles in biodiversity patterns observed in nature [@pone.0055218-Leibold1]. Dispersal facilitates coexistence of competing species that otherwise might not coexist [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare1], [@pone.0055218-Mouquet1]. One mechanism of this "dispersal-mediated coexistence" is based on competition-colonization trade-offs [@pone.0055218-Levins1], [@pone.0055218-Levin1], [@pone.0055218-Hanski1], [@pone.0055218-Tilman1]. Most models of this mechanism assume that dispersal among patches occurs markedly slower than demographic processes within local patches, including reproduction, competition, and mortality (but see [@pone.0055218-Skellam1], [@pone.0055218-Levine1], [@pone.0055218-Jansen1], and Discussion), and only considers establishment and extinction of local populations. Coexistence is promoted when the inferior species in within-patch competition exhibits higher dispersal rates and colonizes empty patches more efficiently. However, animal dispersal sometimes occurs at the same timescale as demographic processes [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare1]. Under these conditions, explicit models describe the demographic processes in local patches, and theory predicts that random dispersal promotes species coexistence via two mechanisms different from competition-colonization trade-offs i.e., "source-sink coexistence" and "emigration-mediated coexistence" [@pone.0055218-Levin1], [@pone.0055218-Pulliam1], [@pone.0055218-Takeuchi1], [@pone.0055218-Kishimoto1], [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare2], [@pone.0055218-Namba1].

Random, diffusion-like dispersal results in net movement from patches of higher population density to patches of lower population density. When competitive hierarchy of competing species differs among habitat patches, each species has its own suitable patches (where the species is sustained in the absence of dispersal). Random dispersal from suitable to unsuitable patches leads to within-patch coexistence (source-sink coexistence [@pone.0055218-Levin1], [@pone.0055218-Pulliam1], [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare2]). These predictions have been demonstrated by experimental studies, where local communities are connected by random dispersal (e.g., [@pone.0055218-Cadotte1], [@pone.0055218-stman1]; see also [@pone.0055218-Cadotte2] for meta-analysis). When different competitive hierarchies are not observed among patches i.e. one species is dominant, and all other species are excluded in the absence of dispersal, random dispersal can promote coexistence. Coexistence can occur if the superior competitor increases mobility and exhibits stronger maladaptive net emigration from the patches of higher reproduction rate. Maladaptive dispersal weakens inter-specific competition, and therefore enables the inferior competitor to persist (emigration-mediated coexistence [@pone.0055218-Takeuchi1], [@pone.0055218-Kishimoto1], [@pone.0055218-Namba1], [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3], [@pone.0055218-Abrams1]).

However, it is counterintuitive that the superior competitor moves maladaptively if dispersal results from natural selection. In these models, the assumed dispersal randomness, in which movement rate is neither affected by individual conditions nor by environmental variations, could result in maladaptive dispersal. In nature, dispersal may not be as random and maladaptive as assumed by the models. Indeed, some organisms actively determine movement direction and effort using fitness-related cues in order to improve growth, survival, and/or reproduction ([@pone.0055218-Fretwell1], [@pone.0055218-Bowler1]). For example, phytophagous insects respond to chemical [@pone.0055218-Campbell1] and optical [@pone.0055218-Kostal1] cues from green leaves. In addition, by selecting habitat and food, mobile crustacean grazers affect the ecosystem differently than passive dispersers [@pone.0055218-France1]. We denote active, fitness-motivated movements as "directed dispersal", which is likely to result in adaptive net movement.

Directed dispersal has been modeled as density-dependent dispersal, where movement is based on environmental suitability and the density of local population (e.g., [@pone.0055218-Namba2], [@pone.0055218-Gurney1]). This density-dependent dispersal is proposed as a mechanism to regulate total population size [@pone.0055218-Gurney1] and spatial distribution [@pone.0055218-Namba2]. In the context of competition, density-dependent dispersal is also used to explain coexistence pattern [@pone.0055218-Namba3], and it realizes the spatially segregated distribution of populations, which, promotes coexistence of directly-competing species whose competition outcomes are otherwise determined by priority effect [@pone.0055218-Shigesada1]. Directed dispersal based on fitness differences between patches are also studied in the single species context, and theoretical studies show that this fitness-dependent dispersal can affect resource distribution [@pone.0055218-Abrams2] and stabilize total population size by creating asynchrony of population sizes and resource levels among patches [@pone.0055218-Abrams3], [@pone.0055218-Ruokolainen1]. Fitness-dependent dispersal is also known to affect species interaction with its predator [@pone.0055218-Abrams4], [@pone.0055218-Abrams5].

It is natural to ask how these population and resource dynamics affect a species' interaction with its competitor because temporal variation of resource is a critical factor for dispersal to be adaptive [@pone.0055218-Holt1]. For example, synchrony of resource levels could affect the susceptibility of a metacommunity to the invasion of another species that adopts fitness-dependent dispersal. Focusing on similar fitness-dependent dispersal modes, we address this new ecological question: How does directed dispersal affect coexistence of competing species?

Theoretical studies that address this question remain limited. Armsworth and Roughgarden [@pone.0055218-Armsworth1] developed a discrete-time model of Lotka-Volterra competition to compare the biodiversity outcomes of random and fitness-dependent dispersal that is based on neighboring information. They reported that random dispersal increased local diversity and community similarity; however, fitness-dependent dispersal had no effect on either community attributes. Amarasekare [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3] developed a three-patch model of one common resource, two competitors, and one top predator. In her model, each of the two competitors dominates one of two patches respectively, and they coexist in the third patch in the absence of dispersal. She found that dispersal mode is critical to dispersal-mediated coexistence, and directed dispersal is maladaptive when contingent on competitor and predator densities. This form of density-dependent dispersal could promote emigration-mediated coexistence consistent with random dispersal [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3].

Armsworth and Roughgarden [@pone.0055218-Armsworth1] and Amarasekare [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3] focused on adaptive fitness-dependent dispersal; however the results indicated the adaptive dispersal did not promote species coexistence. One possible mechanism is that the optimal strategy for directed dispersers is to be sedentary when resources do not fluctuate substantially [@pone.0055218-Holt1]. However, when consumer-resource interactions result in oscillations in resource abundance and patch qualities a sedentary lifestyle is not an optimalstrategy [@pone.0055218-McPeek1]. Another potential mechanism is that both previous models assumed that competitive hierarchies differed among patches. Consequently, each adaptive dispersing species concentrates on its own suitable patch, which is unsuitable for other species. Therefore, species are spatially segregated by adaptive dispersal. Nevertheless, under conditions where adaptive movement does not segregate species, the role of adaptive movement on competing species remains unclear.

In the present study, we focused on a metacommunity where relative patch suitability is not species-specific; for two competing species, the identity of the better patch is always the same. Models with this setting have been studied by Abrams and Wilson [@pone.0055218-Abrams1] and by Namba and Hashimoto [@pone.0055218-Namba1] for the cases of random dispersal. Our primary question was under what conditions directed dispersal was adaptive, maladaptive, or had no fitness effects. In addition, in each case (adaptive or maladaptive), how did directed dispersal affect coexistence of competing species.

Our study was based on a two-patch model, comprised of two mobile consumers competing for one sedentary resource species. While previous models [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3], [@pone.0055218-Armsworth1] focus on the mechanism of local coexistence (at one patch) of species that already coexist in the metacommunity even without dispersal, we focus on the mechanism of regional coexistence (in the two-patch system) by assuming that one superior species dominated both patches andregional coexistence was impossible without dispersal. Thus, in our model, any advantage of the inferior over the superior species for coexistence must be accomplished by dispersal, either dispersal of itself or the superior species. Within this setting, we were able to address the spatial mechanisms of coexistence without confounding with the source-sink process that promotes within-patch coexistence of species that already coexist regionally. We compared the adaptiveness of dispersal and the competitive outcomes of two competing consumers, when the consumers adopted random or directed dispersal. We also compared the results from environments with different stability in resource availability. Under these conditions, we determined a new mechanism of dispersal-mediated coexistence. We demonstrated that directed dispersal was adaptive when species track oscillations in resource availability. Species coexistence was promoted when the inferior competitor exhibited higher movingcapacity than the superior competitor.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Model {#s2a}
-----

### Metacommunity model: general formulation {#s2a1}

The effects of different dispersal modes on the outcome of competition between two competing consumers were investigated using an ordinary differential equation (ODE)-based metacommunity model. We assumed two patches, and each of two local communities was comprised of three species; one resource species, and two consumers competing to exploit the resource species. We also assumed a sedentary resource species; local communities were linked by consumer dispersal between patches. and denoted superior (*S*) and inferior (*I*) consumer species population densities, respectively, and *R~j~*(*τ*) represented the resource species population density in patch *j*(*j = *1, 2) at time *τ*. The dispersal function, (*N* = *S* or *I*) was a linear function of and , representing the net increase of through dispersal (immigration -- emigration). The exact dispersal function formulations depended on "dispersal mode", and are specified later in this section.

The general model formulation was described as follows:

We assumed consumer-resource interaction based on Hollings Type II functional response, with the resource species exhibiting logistic growth. Here, *r~j~* was the intrinsic growth rate, *k~j~* was the resource species carrying capacity in patch *j*(*j* = 1,2), was the encounter rate, was the handling time, *α~N~* was the assimilation rate, and was the per capita mortality rate of the superior (*N* = *S*) or inferior (*N* = *I*) consumer.

For simplicity, we assumed *r~1~* = *r~2~* = *r*, sothat two patches differed only in carrying capacity; and we assumed *α~S~* = *α~I~* = *α*, *m~S~* = *m~I~* = *m*, so that the superior and inferior consumer differed only in foraging ability, which was calculated by encounter rate and handling time. Then, let *t = τ/r*,, , , , and .We rescaled the model as follows:

The two consumer species were "competing consumers", which competed by exploiting and subsequently depleting the common resource. An isolated patch supported only a minimal resource level *R\*~S,\ min~* and *R\*~I,\ min~* for the superior and inferior consumer to maintain their respective population at a steady state. Generally, the inferior competitor showed a higher *R\*~min~* value and was excluded in the absence of dispersal [@pone.0055218-Tilman2]. We assumed the consumer species had the potential to maintain its population in either patch in the absence of dispersal (i.e., *k* ~1~,*k* ~2~\> *R\*~I,\ min~*). The inferior species could still persist, and even exclude the superior species without dispersal if the carrying capacity exceeded certain level [@pone.0055218-Hsu1], [@pone.0055218-Hsu2]. Therefore, we chose carrying capacities (*k* ~1~, *k* ~2~) small enough to cause competition exclusion of the inferior by the superior consumer and then assessed spatial coexistence under two patch conditions.

### Dispersal modes {#s2a2}

In this model, there was no direct cost of dispersal; therefore all emigrants from one patch immediately became immigrants of the other patch. Per capita emigration rate was the product of moving capacity (i.e., maximum potential emigration rate, *d* ~max,\ *N*~) and emigration tendency, which was determined by dispersal mode. The dependence of competitive outcomes of the two competing consumers on the following three dispersal modes was investigated: random dispersal, fitness-dependent dispersal (based on global information), and growth-dependent dispersal (based on local information).

In the random dispersal mode, the emigration tendency for random dispersal was maintained at the maximum level (* = *1.0) in both patches. Subsequently, the dispersal function of consumer *N* (*N* = *S* for the superior or *N* = *I* for the inferior) in patch 1was given by:

Subsequently, the dispersal function of consumer *N* in patch 2 was*--d~N,~* ~1~.

With random dispersal, our model is the same as Namba and Hashimoto's model [@pone.0055218-Namba1], and accordingly is expected to allow coexistence through the emigration-mediated process.

In the fitness-dependent dispersal mode, which is based on global information, we assumed organisms have immediate information regarding fitness (i.e., the per capita growth rate)in both patches under fitness-dependent dispersal. Therefore, individuals did not emigrate from the patch of higher fitness. Fitness was denoted as *f~N,j~*, and from eq. 2,

The emigration tendency from the low-fitness patch smoothly increased with the difference in fitness. The dispersal function of consumer *N* (*N* = *S* for the superior or *N* = *I* for the inferior) in patch 1was:

Then, the dispersal function of consumer *N* in patch 2 was*--d~N,~* ~1~. The maximum fitness difference was 1*/h~N~*, which was reached when one patch had an infinite resource level and the other patch had no resource. We used quadratic function for fitness-dependent dispersal to avoid the abrupt change in net dispersal rate when the identity of the patch of higher fitness changes.

In the growth-dependent dispersal mode, which is based on local information, under growth-dependent dispersal, we assumed that consumers had no information concerning the other patch. Emigration tendency depended on the current growth rate, relaxing the strong assumption of global information in the fitness-dependent dispersal mode. If the resource level in the current patch was infinite, the growth rate reached its maximum, 1*/h~N~*. Emigration tendency increased in proportion to the difference between maximum and current growth rate, scaled to maximum growth rate, as follows:for consumer *N* from patch *j*. Therefore, the dispersal function of consumer *N* in patch 1, *d~N,~* ~1~, was

The dispersal function of consumer *N* in patch 2 was *--d~N,~* ~1~.

Analysis {#s2b}
--------

Model analyses included mathematical and numerical approaches. For the two directed dispersal modes (for fitness-dependent dispersal, see [Text S1](#pone.0055218.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"};for growth-dependent dispersal, see [Text S2](#pone.0055218.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we mathematically analyzed the coexistence criteria under two limiting conditions: (1) both consumers moved rapidly, and (2) one species moved rapidly, while the other was sedentary. Since it is impossible to exploit all parameter space by numerical simulations only, the mathematical approach helps us to obtain robust results independent of parameter values in specific situations (e.g. when the dispersal ability is very high).

Our major results were based on numerical analyses for three dispersal modes. We assumed the two consumers adopted the common dispersal mode, and we explored the effects of a rescaled moving capacity (*d* ~max,*N*~) for both species. We also considered three environments that differed in carrying capacities (*k* ~1~and*k* ~2~) for resource species. The three environments produced different dynamics between the superior consumer (*C~S~*) and the resource (*R*) when isolated, and in the absence of the competitor: (1) under low carrying capacity conditions, *C~S~*-*R* dynamics reached a stable equilibrium in both patches (*k* ~1~ = 0.6, *k* ~2~ = 0.3); (2) under intermediate carrying capacity conditions, C*~S~*-*R* dynamics reached a stable equilibrium in one patch (*k* ~2~ = 0.4), but displayed periodic oscillations in the other (*k* ~1~ = 0.8) patch; and (3) under high carrying capacity conditions, C*~S~*-*R* dynamics displayed periodic oscillations in both patches (*k* ~1~ = 1.4, *k* ~2~ = 0.7). For convenience, we denoted these settings environment 1, environment 2, and environment 3, respectively.

For simulations, the inferior competitor was the invader, invading an environment occupied by the superior competitor (C*~S~-R* system). We numerically simulated this invasion process using C language, and evaluated the long-term competition outcome in terms of population stability (stable or with fluctuation) and species persistence (see [Text S3](#pone.0055218.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed numerical method).We chose the default parameter set based on the parameter set used in [@pone.0055218-Namba1].Then, we adjusted the value of *h~I~* and *e~I~* so that all possible competitive outcomes we have found in mathematical analysis are included in the parameter regions shown in [Figure 1](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}. Specifically, mathematical analysis ([Text S2](#pone.0055218.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) indicated that with growth-dependent dispersal, coexistence is possible when the inferior has very low and the superior has very high moving capacity if the ratio of minimal resource levels (*R\*~I~, ~min~*/*R\*~S~, ~min~*) is smaller than 2*k* ~2~/(*k* ~1~+*k* ~2~). Throughout our simulations, we assumed a default parameter set at *h~S~* = 3, *h~I~* = 2.7, *e~S~* = 1, *e~I~* = 0.8, and *m* = 0.1.

![Competition outcomes between two consumer species, depending on moving capacity.\
In each panel, the species compositions are denoted as follows: S: superior species dominance, Co: coexistence, and I: inferior species dominance. Stable steady states are indicated by (\*), and unstable, periodic, or fluctuation outcomes are indicated by (^∧^). Parameters are (*k* ~1~, *k* ~2~) = (0.6, 0.3) for Environment 1 in (A, D, G), (0.8, 0.4) for Environment 2 in (B, E, H), and (1.4, 0.7) for Environment 3 in (C, F, I).](pone.0055218.g001){#pone-0055218-g001}

To interpret the competition outcomes, we needed to judge the adaptiveness of dispersal. We regarded a dispersal strategy as adaptive if an individual adopting this strategy exhibited increased fitness relative to its sedentary counterpart. In particular, fitness was evaluated by invader fitness, which is theoretically defined as long-term exponential invader growth [@pone.0055218-Geritz1]. In our simulation, the inferior competitor was introduced as an invader to the C*~S~-R* system. Therefore, we evaluated fitness of the inferior by calculating its average growth rate when it starts to invade the C*~S~-R* system. In order to simulate invasion stage long enough to obtain the proper average value while avoiding the effect of invader on the resource, we use a model where the inferior has no effect on the resource. We first evaluated the invader fitness of the sedentary inferior (*d* ~max,*I = *~0) to a habitat dominated by the superior with each *d~max,\ S~* for each environment and dispersal mode. We then calculated the adaptiveness as the difference between the invader fitness of each dispersing population of the inferior and that of their sedentary counterpart. We present only the adaptiveness evaluated based on the invader fitness of the inferior because it corresponds to the scenario of our numerical simulation.

We also calculated the fitness differential that the dispersers experienced when they change patches (see [Figure S1](#pone.0055218.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This value may not work as an adaptiveness measure because in the non-equilibrium cases, fitness at one patch may change after dispersers arrives that patch (see [Text S4](#pone.0055218.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more detailed information).

Results {#s3}
=======

Distinct competitive outcomes of the two consumers emerged, depending on moving capacity of species (*d~max,\ S~* and *d~max,\ I~*) ([Figure 1](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). More importantly, different dispersal mode combinations (random, fitness-dependent, or growth-dependent) and environmental stability (low, intermediate, or high carrying capacities) resulted in different relationships between species moving capacity and competitive outcomes ([Figure 1](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}).The adaptiveness, calculated as the difference between invader fitness of the dispersing and sedentary population of the inferior, is presented in [Figure 2](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}. We could then classify competitive outcome patterns and explained coexistence mechanisms based on the adaptiveness of dispersal.

![Adaptiveness of dispersal.\
Adaptiveness was calculated as the difference between the invader fitness of each dispersing population of the inferior and that of their sedentary counterpart. Boundaries of positive and negative values are marked by lines. Note that the color scales are different for different dispersal modes. Parameters are (*k* ~1~, *k* ~2~) = (0.6, 0.3) for Environment 1 in (A, D, G), (0.8, 0.4) for Environment 2 in (B, E, H), and (1.4, 0.7) for Environment 3 in (C, F, I).](pone.0055218.g002){#pone-0055218-g002}

Random Dispersal {#s3a}
----------------

Random dispersal facilitateda steady-state coexistence when moving capacitywas high for the superior and low for the inferior consumer in environment 1 (low carrying capacity; region Co\* in [Figure 1A](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}) and in environment 2 (intermediate carrying capacity; [Figure 1B](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). When the superior consumer's moving capacity was high, random dispersal was maladaptive to the inferior consumer ([Figure 2A, B](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Coexistence was observed when maladaptive movement of the superior species exceeded the inferior species ([Figure 1A,B](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

Random dispersal demonstrated competing consumers coexistence with fluctuating populations (region Co^∧^ in [Figure 1C](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}) in environment 3 (under high carrying capacities). Generally, coexistence was realized when the moving capacity of the superior was higher relative to the inferior. In cases of high superior dispersal capacity, that random dispersal was maladaptive ([Figure 2C](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Some complex outcomes were also observed in this environment. Competitive exclusion of the superior species was possible in this scenario because resource was depleted in patch 2, making the environment very unfavorable to the superior that performs fast, random dispersal. Coexistence was also realized when both consumers exhibited poor moving capacity ([Figure 1C](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}); this happened when the inferior had higher ratio of its population in the patch with higher resource level compared to the superior. In a limited parameter region between S^∧^ and I^∧^ regions, we also found alternative steady states (i.e. the coexistence with fluctuating population dynamics was also possible, depending on initial conditions), as is shown in [@pone.0055218-Namba1]. However, we present only the results from our invasion analysis in [Figure 1C](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}. Details in these complex outcomes are provided in the supplementary materials ([Text S5](#pone.0055218.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S2](#pone.0055218.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S3](#pone.0055218.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#pone.0055218.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5](#pone.0055218.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Fitness-dependent Dispersal {#s3b}
---------------------------

Coexistence at steady states could not be reached under fitness-dependent dispersal. If the superior competitor and resource attained a stable equilibrium, invasion by the inferior competitor did not happen. Mathematical analyses indicated that only one possible stable steady state outcome exists in the C*~S~-R* system (model without the inferior consumer). This occurs whentwo patches were maintained equally at the minimal resource level of the superior competitor (*R* ~1~ *\* = R* ~2~ *\* = R\*~S,~* ~min~) (see [Text S1](#pone.0055218.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). By definition, *R\*~S,~* ~min~\<*R\*~I,~* ~min~, and the inferior could not invade this steady state (*R* ~1~ *\* = R* ~2~ *\* = R\*~S,~* ~min~). Simulation outcomes confirmed this mathematical argument; in environment 1, the superior consumer and resource reached stable equilibria, and coexistence was prevented ([Figure 1D](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

However, results demonstrated coexistence under fitness-dependent dispersal with periodic fluctuations in environment 2 (intermediate carrying capacities) and in environment 3 (high carrying capacities). Coexistence occurred with low moving capacity for the superior and high moving capacity for the inferior consumers (region Co^∧^ in [Figure 1E, F](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). In the cases where superior consumer moving capacity was low ([Figure 2E, F](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}), fitness-dependent dispersal was adaptive if moving capacity of the inferior was high.

The above results indicated that fluctuations in resource level (resulting from the consumer-resource interaction with increased carrying capacity) were critical to adaptiveness of fitness-dependent dispersal, and that resource dynamics traits, to some extent, influenced adaptiveness of fitness-dependent dispersal. In order to elucidate these traits, we proposed an index of the "potential fitness-dependent dispersal advantage" relative to the absence of dispersal. We considered an invading consumer (a population so small that its own effect on fitness was negligible), which adopted fitness-dependent dispersal and possessed high mobility, enabling the population to always disperse and concentrate in them ostresource-rich patch. This "ideal" invader enjoyed an "ideal resource level" denoted as *R~ideal~*(*t*), *R~ideal~*(*t*)* = *max(*R* ~1~(*t*),*R* ~2~(*t*)). Subsequently, the ideal invader was provided an average resource level of . In contrast, a sedentary invader was relegated to one patch, and at best the higher average resource level available was. Therefore, the difference between average resource level enjoyed by ideal and sedentary invaders was viewed as an index for the potential advantage of fitness-dependent dispersal; i.e.,. We calculated this index by using *R* ~1~(*t*) and *R* ~2~(*t*) that are determined by the resident population (the superior consumer), since we needed to consider the situation when a few individuals of the inferior invade a habitat dominated by the superior. If a resource remained more abundant in one patch, the optimal consumer strategy was to stay in the resource-rich patch. Under these conditions, the ideal resource level was equal to the specific patch resource level, and the potential advantage equaled zero. Alternatively, if the resource was sometimes more abundant in one patch and sometimes more abundant in the other, the potential fitness-dependent dispersal advantage exceeded zero. Therefore, fitness-dependent dispersal could be adaptive if moving capacity is high enough ([Figure 2E, F](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}), which allows population to reach the patch with high resource levels earlier than the resource levels start to decline there.

The potential advantage of the inferior consumer adopting fitness-dependent dispersal was positive () when moving capacity of the superior was low in environments 2 and 3 (shaded regions in [Figure 3A, B](#pone-0055218-g003){ref-type="fig"}). The inferior with sufficient moving capacity could persist by rapidly concentrating individuals in the higher-resource patch ([Figure 4](#pone-0055218-g004){ref-type="fig"}). When mobility of the superior consumer was high, the resource level in patch 1 always exceeded patch 2, and the potential advantage of the inferior reached zero (; [Figure 3A, B](#pone-0055218-g003){ref-type="fig"}), preventing the inferior consumer from invading.

![The effect of the superior consumer moving capacity (dmax,S) on resource dynamics.\
The effect of the superior consumer moving capacity (dmax,S) on resource dynamics when the inferior consumer is absent. These are the resource dynamics that the inferior will face as they invade the community where only the superior resides. Each panel shows the average resource level in patch 1 (, bold lines; for all four cases), average ideal resource level (, dotted lines), and the potential advantage of fitness-dependent dispersal (, shaded).](pone.0055218.g003){#pone-0055218-g003}

![Population dynamics in environment 2 under fitness-dependent dispersal.\
Population dynamics of consumers (the upper panel, A) and the resource (the lower panel, B) in environment 2 (*k* ~1~ = 0.8, *k* ~2~ = 0.4) under fitness-dependent dispersal. (Bold solid line: *R* ~1~;thin solid line: *R* ~2~; bold dotted line: *C~S~* ~,1~;thin dotted line: *C~S~* ~,2~;bold dashed line: *C~I~* ~,1~; thin dashed line: *C~I~* ~,2~). The superior consumer moving capacity is low (*d* ~max,*S*~ = 0.01), and the inferior consumer moving capacity is high (*d* ~max,*I*~ = 100).](pone.0055218.g004){#pone-0055218-g004}

Growth-dependent Dispersal {#s3c}
--------------------------

Growth-dependent dispersal enabled two consumers to coexist at steady states. Mathematical analyses suggested if the superior consumer exhibited very high mobility and the superior consumer and resource dynamics reached stable equilibrium, a sedentary inferior competitor had invasive potential (see [Text S2](#pone.0055218.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Mathematical analyses also indicated that the coexistence is possible because the superior consumer with very high mobility can also invade the stable equilibrium with the sedentary inferior competitor only. More specifically, we found that the ratio of minimal resource levels (*R^\*^~I,\ min~*/*R^\*^~S,\ min~*) and the ratio of carrying capacities (*k* ~1~/*k* ~2~) are the determinant of the coexistence of then. Numerical simulation confirmed this mathematical result in environment 1 (low carrying capacities; [Figure 1G](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}) and environment 2 (intermediate carrying capacities; [Figure 1H](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Coexistence occurred when the superior consumer moving capacity was high and the inferior consumer moving capacity was low, which was consistent with the coexistence realized by random dispersal. When superior moving capacity was high ([Figure 1G, H](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}), dispersal was maladaptive ([Figure 2G,H](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Coexistence occurred because maladaptive dispersal of the superior species was greater than that of the inferior species.

Growth-dependent dispersal also facilitated coexistence of the two consumers with fluctuating populations in environment 3 (high carrying capacities; region Cô in [Figure 1I](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Coexistence occurred under two conditions: moving capacity was low for the superior and high for the inferior consumer (top-left corner in [Figure 1I](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}, similar to fitness-dependent dispersal); and moving capacity was high for the superior and low for the inferior consumer (bottom-right corner in [Figure 1I](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}, similar to random dispersal). As can be seen in [Figure 2I](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}, the adaptiveness of growth-dependent dispersal of the inferior invader changed with the moving capacity of the superior patch resident. When the superior consumer moving capacity was low, dispersal was adaptive for the inferior ([Figure 2I](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Here, the potential fitness-dependent dispersal advantage ([Figure 3C](#pone-0055218-g003){ref-type="fig"}) was positive, indicating that resource levels were sometimes higher in patch 1 and sometimes higher in patch 2. Therefore, resource-tracking behavioris possible. Detailed community dynamics of this scenario is provided in the supplementary material ([Text S6](#pone.0055218.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S6](#pone.0055218.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S7](#pone.0055218.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Compared to the almost sedentary superior consumer, the inferior takes advantage of aggregated distribution in the currently higher patch ([Figure S6](#pone.0055218.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This distribution was not mainly caused by the net movement toward the currently better patch ([Figure S6](#pone.0055218.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Instead, net movement is toward a patch not long before it became the patch of higher resource level. In this way, growth-dependent dispersal performed the resource-tracking behavior similar to fitness-dependent dispersal.

However, under increased superior movement capacity, dispersal was maladaptive for the inferior ([Figure 2I](#pone-0055218-g002){ref-type="fig"}). Here, the potential fitness-dependent dispersal advantage was lost ([Figure 3B](#pone-0055218-g003){ref-type="fig"}); i.e., the resource level was always higher in one patch. The fast-moving superior had their net movement toward patch 2, resulting in lower ratio of its population stayed in patch 1 compared to the almost sedentary inferior. Thus, the predation pressure in patch 1 was relaxed, and the almost sedentary inferior could invade and coexist with the superior (bottom-right corner in [Figure 1I](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Detailed community dynamics of this scenario is provided in the supplementary material ([Text S6](#pone.0055218.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S6](#pone.0055218.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S7](#pone.0055218.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The present study served to theoretically investigate the effects of directed dispersal on coexistence of competing consumers. Specifically, we identified the roles of dispersal in the trade-offs on which the coexistence mechanisms are based. Depending on adaptiveness, dispersal could have a disadvantage that should be compensated by competitive advantage, or an advantage that should offset competitive disadvantage, to promote coexistence. We detected two coexistence mechanisms correspond to the two cases, respectively. One mechanism was based on maladaptive movement of a superior consumer, consistent with the emigration-mediated coexistence concept. The second, a new mechanism, was derived from adaptive movement of an inferior consumer. During fluctuations in resource levels, adaptive movement facilitated tracking the higher resource level patch by the inferior, resulting in coexistence with the superior consumer. To our knowledge, this would be a new mechanism of dispersal-mediated coexistence promoted by adaptive movement. Summary of the two coexistence mechanisms is provided in [Table 1](#pone-0055218-t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0055218.t001

###### Summarizing the conditions and mechanisms of the two coexistence mechanisms.

![](pone.0055218.t001){#pone-0055218-t001-1}

  Coexistence promoted by two different mechanisms                                                                                                                
  ----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Adaptiveness of dispersal**                                                                        Maladaptive                                                                                                                   Adaptive
  **Mechanism (Trade-offs involved)**                    The superior competitor also performs stronger maladaptive dispersal. (Emigration-mediated coexistence)   The inferior competitor has higher ability to perform adaptive dispersal (that allows population to track patches of higher resource level).
  **Dispersal modes involved**                                                        Random dispersal; Growth-dependent dispersal                                                                           Fitness-dependent dispersal; Growth-dependent dispersal
  **Constraint on moving capacities**                                                         *d* ~max,*S*~\>*d* ~max,*I*~                                                                                                 *d* ~max,*S*~\<*d* ~max,*I*~
  **Whether coexistence at steady state is possible**                                                      Yes                                                                                                                          No

Adaptiveness and Coexistence Mechanisms of Directed Dispersal {#s4a}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Directed dispersal can be adaptive by rapid migration to the higher-resource patch (resource-tracking behavior). This resource-tracking behavior results from fluctuating resource levels, which occurs in environments with intermediate and high carrying capacities. In these environments, fitness-dependent dispersal promotes coexistence when the inferior competitor moving capacity is high (region Co^∧^ in [Figure 1E, F](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the moving capacity for the superior competitor should be low; otherwise, resource levels will always increase in one patch (indicated by potential advantage, [Figure 3A, B](#pone-0055218-g003){ref-type="fig"}), and resource-tracking behavior will not occur. In previous models of one species population performing fitness-dependent dispersal, population asynchrony is viewed as a stabilizing factor that reduces total population fluctuation (e.g. [@pone.0055218-Abrams3], [@pone.0055218-Ruokolainen1]). However, our results suggest that asynchrony in consumer population sizes is coupled with asynchrony in resource levels (as in [@pone.0055218-Abrams3], [@pone.0055218-Ruokolainen1]), which could make the system more susceptible to the invasion of adaptive disperser. Our model demonstrates that with fitness-dependent dispersal, when the superior moving capacity is low, the dynamics of the resource is favorable to the invasion of competitor with high moving capacity. This would be a newly described mechanism of dispersal-mediated coexistence, based on the trade-off between competitive ability (of the superior) and the ability to perform adaptive dispersal (of the inferior).

This new mechanism can be distinguished from competition-colonization (CC) trade-offs [@pone.0055218-Levins1], [@pone.0055218-Tilman1] by substantial differences in model assumptions, and in the mechanism through which dispersal can be adaptive. First, CC trade-off models consider colonization-extinction dynamics. Most models of CC trade-off assume that dispersal is very slow relative to local dynamics so that the state of patches is either occupied or empty (the patch-dynamic models, [@pone.0055218-Levins1], [@pone.0055218-Levin1], [@pone.0055218-Hanski1], [@pone.0055218-Tilman1]); other models of CC trade-off consider growth and (seed) dispersal at distinct stages, and the seed dispersal follows Poisson function that patches receive no seed are considered extinct ([@pone.0055218-Skellam1], [@pone.0055218-Levine1],[@pone.0055218-Jansen1]). These features make these models somewhat like the patch-dynamic models because they also perform extinction and re-colonization dynamics. With this colonization-extinction dynamics, the better colonizer takes advantages through colonizing empty patches. Second, CC trade-off coexistence generally requires certain degree of competitive hierarchy ([@pone.0055218-Yu1], [@pone.0055218-Bolker1], [@pone.0055218-Calcagno1]). Finally, although colonization ability is an advantage in CC trade-off, "colonization" is adaptive by involving dispersal and fecundity [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare1], [@pone.0055218-Bolker1]. In our model, however, directed dispersal was adaptive only because consumers tracked a higher-resource patch. Random dispersal appeared adaptive only in environment 3 (high carrying capacities), when moving capacity of both competitors was low (bottom-left corner in [Figure 1C](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}), and is restrictive to a small parameter region. The mechanisms contributing to adaptive random dispersal typically involve unstable dynamics of environmental suitability [@pone.0055218-Jansen2] or of population [@pone.0055218-Holt2] in the source patch. Here, we show that, directed dispersal with non-equilibrium resource dynamics can be adaptive much more easily than random dispersal.

Our results indicated that directed dispersal was not always adaptive. Growth-dependent dispersal, which was derived from local information, was sometimes maladaptive because net movement of emigration from patch 1 to patch 2 and from patch 2 to patch 1 ([eqn. 7](#pone.0055218.e021){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are determined by both resource levels (*R* ~1~ and *R* ~2~) and population sizes (*C~N~* ~,1~ and *C~N~* ~,2~). Although per capita emigration rate was lower in the high-fitness patch, emigrant number was higher because the patch supported a larger population, resulting in net emigration from the high-fitness to lower-fitness patch. This superior competitor maladaptive net emigration released the inferior consumer from competitive pressures, and the population was able to persist. This process is called "emigration-mediated coexistence" [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare4],and was facilitated by random [@pone.0055218-Takeuchi1], [@pone.0055218-Kishimoto1], [@pone.0055218-Namba1], [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3] and directed dispersal that based on competitor and predator densities [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3]. These densities are not reliable cues for emigration, because density varies temporally with dispersal [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3].Our growth-dependent dispersal model demonstrated maladaptive directed dispersal potentially promoted emigration-mediated coexistence.

Our results showed that emigration-mediated coexistence was inconsistent with fitness-dependent dispersal. Instead, fitness-dependent dispersers reached a steady state denoted "ideal-free distribution (IFD)" (region S\* in [Figure 1D, E](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}), where fitness is identical among patches, and individuals could not increase fitness by changing patches [@pone.0055218-Fretwell1]. The idea that fitness dependent dispersal results in IFD is consistent with previous studies using different model frameworks [@pone.0055218-Cosner1], [@pone.0055218-Cantrell1].In our model, when resource levels were equal in two patches, fitness-dependent dispersers remained sedentary (see eq. 5), resulting in adaptive neutrality and did not promote steady state coexistence ([Figure 1C](#pone-0055218-g001){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern was congruent with previous studies showing fitness-dependent dispersal exhibited no apparent effects on species coexistence [@pone.0055218-Amarasekare3], [@pone.0055218-Armsworth1].

Directed Dispersal: Modeled and in Natural Metacommunities {#s4b}
----------------------------------------------------------

Fundamental metacommunity properties and general inferences were evaluated by building the model on simple assumptions. We assumed that the resource was sedentary, which was reasonable for a terrestrial ecosystem with a plant resource, or an aquatic ecosystem with clear boundaries (e.g., lakes, rock pools). In an aquatic ecosystem without well-defined boundaries, the resource is likely to disperse passively; and if the passive movement strength is relatively small, this model is suited for such systems.

We assumed no direct cost of dispersal, although directed dispersal is an active process, costing time and energy. These costs could undermine the advantages of directed dispersal. Small costs of dispersal relative to benefits are negligible during dispersal decisions. Alternatively, large costs may be incorporated into dispersal decisions. Individuals leave a patch only when the expected emigration benefit exceeds some threshold, consequently reducing movements that are not cost-effective.

The ability of organisms to know the conditions in other patches is essential for an "ideal" dispersal mode in our fitness-dependent dispersal model. In addition to direct detection of cues, another mechanism to obtain information of other patches is the performance of conspecific dispersers (i.e. public information [@pone.0055218-Danchin1], [@pone.0055218-Clobert1]). For example, emigration tendency may be affected by the condition of the immigrant [@pone.0055218-Cote1]. However, if distant information is costly or unavailable, alternative directed dispersal modes might have evolved. Even without information about patch quality, dispersal could be more or less asymmetric because of different susceptibility to asymmetric dispersal vectors (e.g., wind, current). Considering competition of similar species, asymmetric dispersal could be adaptive and coexistence is possible with certain degree of asymmetric dispersal for each species [@pone.0055218-Salomon1]. Also, directed dispersal mode could be based on local information. Empirically, emigration rates might be affected by local information, such as resource availability (e.g. [@pone.0055218-Snider1]), conspecific density [@pone.0055218-Powers1], and the presence of predator (e.g. [@pone.0055218-Weisser1], [@pone.0055218-Poethke1]).Directed dispersal has been detected in many taxa [@pone.0055218-Bowler1], and our study suggested directed dispersal promoted coexistence when competing species differed in their ability to perform adaptive dispersal. Among potentially competing species, differences in dispersal rates have been observed, for example, in stoneflies [@pone.0055218-Richardson1], moths [@pone.0055218-Nieminen1], and minnows [@pone.0055218-Schaefer1]. In addition, dispersal in two coexisting salt marsh snails responded differently to food abundance [@pone.0055218-Byers1], and two competing voles exhibited different dispersal patterns in an enclosure experiment [@pone.0055218-Lin1]. These differences in dispersal rate and mode have potential to affect competition and diversity in metacommunities.

We proposed a framework to distinguish two coexistence mechanisms in natural metacommunities. Emigration-mediated coexistence may occur if the superior competitor has increased mobility. Alternatively, if the inferior competitor shows increased mobility, the role adaptive movement serves in promoting coexistence should be considered. Our results also strongly emphasize the importance of adaptive dispersal in metacommunity study and management, particularly for the spatial mechanisms of coexistence.

Directed Dispersal as a Product of Evolution {#s4c}
--------------------------------------------

We found that directed dispersal can be adaptive or maladaptive, depending on dispersal mode and environmental stability. However, directed dispersal is assumed active, and therefore should be a product of natural selection. We expected maladaptive directed dispersal strategies in natural systems would be outcompeted over evolutionary time. Our results also suggested that for the inferior competitor, potential fitness-dependent dispersal advantage depends on dispersal mode and moving capacity of the superior competitor ([Figure 3](#pone-0055218-g003){ref-type="fig"}). This result suggested that the optimal strategy or evolutionary steady state of one species would depend on the trait of its competitor. Other theoretical studies suggest that the evolutionary outcome of dispersal rate will be affected by the trait of predator [@pone.0055218-Wang1], [@pone.0055218-Pillai1], [@pone.0055218-Flaxman1]. The evolutionary "game" of directed dispersal in the context of competition is clearly of interest for further studies.

Our numerical simulations investigated a broad range of trait value combinations for two species to obtain as many competitive outcomes as possible. However, trait evolution in natural ecosystems may be restricted by trade-offs between competitive and dispersal capacity. For example, due to trade-offs in life history traits [@pone.0055218-Saglam1], [@pone.0055218-Zhao1], the maintenance of the body parts that resulting in increased mobility may reduce competitive ability. In addition, adjustments in dispersal capacity may have evolved at a cost in reduced competitive ability [@pone.0055218-Krug1].These trade-offs might result in decreased mobility of a superior relative to inferior competitor, promoting coexistence when dispersal is adaptive, supporting our results. Further consideration of trade-offs will contribute to the extension of the original concept of coexistence mediated by CC trade-offs (e.g. [@pone.0055218-Levins1], [@pone.0055218-Tilman1]), where trade-off intensity is critical for coexistence [@pone.0055218-Calcagno1]. As we demonstrated, the integration of fitness-related cues can result in adaptive dispersal; and trade-offs between adaptive dispersal and competition can promote coexistence of competing species.
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